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Pattern artist Angie Grace brings you 50 delightfully detailed doodle coloring design patterns

suitable for adults and older children. In this volume you'll find twists, turns and tantalizing twirls, all

presented in Angie's unique and whimsical pattern art style.  Artwork is printed on one side of the

page only and has been drawn with marker artists and colored pencil fans in mind. (Crayon artists,

keep your sharpener handy - or visit Angie's author page to find her special edition Doodles

companion books that contain drawings sized perfectly for crayons and wide tipped markers.)
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very nice, I order a lot of different color books, and this brand my first, this is great, its full of one

sides pics, lots of times the pics are two sides and the color bleeds so you cannot color on the back

side, these are very nice, so many pages! its huge!

I am obsessed with these books. Coloring has always been something I like to do, when my son

was small I'd color with him using crayons in his coloring books. Imagine my suprise when I saw

these books and found out it is fun to use pens and such. I am addicted, coloring at every possible

moment!

These designs are one of a kind and hand drawn by Angie Grace. They are printed on one side of



the page so if you use markers and they bleed through, you won't lose a page. Each book contains

50 designs. Good quality paper, good designs and many hours of wonderful coloring.

I love Angie Grace coloring books. I own this one and love it. The quality of paper is great. The

pages are one sided. The pages are not perforated but you can easily cut them out or remove the

glue from the binding in the book to separate the pages. Great purchase!

I love this book. The details of the drawings are fun to color and the repetitive patterns are

especially appealing to me. It's fun to copy these to card stock and color them more than

once...you'll find different elements that speak to you and each picture will be unique.

I highly recommend the whole line of Angie Grace pattern books and I am on my way of getting

every volume. The patterns are great and it will provide hours and hours of artsy fun!

Love the Angie's Patterns series -- there are 12 volumes. Nice squared size, good paper, and

one-sided (nothing on the back). Perfect for a Sharpies colorist. :-)

I purchase these for a fellow teacher who taught an enrichment class called "Meditation". Best

investment ever for calming a group of middle schoolers just before lunchtime. Most of them had not

used a "coloring book" since first or second grade. The students actually looked forward to coming

to class.
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